The ‘Where Are You Grewsome Run’ Report
(AKA: the Stand-in Run)
When: 14 November 2016
Where: Tingalpa Pub
Hares: Tweety (standing-in for Grewsome) and Craft (standing-in for himself)
Geez, I had the flu, feeling not-with it, standing by myself when the stand-in GM F#*knut
volunteered me as the stand-in scribe for the run. I protested “I don’t have time to do a report as I
have to prepare the hash cash books for the upcoming AGPU”, to no avail. Second attempt, “I’m not
running as I got the flu, you pr*@k’’, still to no avail.
Good crowd were standing-about when stand-in GM F#*knut called for instructions from stand-in
hare Tweety. Nothing out-standing about his run/walk instructions followed by a bit of stand-out
finger pointing to get the pack going. See attached map by stand-in technocrat Optus (Grewsome
was to do) for run / walk info. For those not technically savvy, the run / walk was one big f#@kin’
circle which went out to Minnippi Parklands and back home, for an approx. 1 hour+ run and 1 hour
20 walk.
On return, stand-in hare Tweety and standing-in for himself Craft, became self-appointed stand-in
brewmasters by raiding Luftwaffe truck to access the grog. Hash Monk Irish Joke, who could not
find a stand-in monk, worked the standing-by hashers with stories of misdemeanours. I can only
recall a few, due to heavy flu medication, being JC for again falling asleep on the rail journey home
after the Over 60S lunch, and stand-in hare Tweety for setting a run longer than the stand-ard time.
Run: 2/10 as stand-in hare did not adhere to hash run time standing-orders.
Circle: 8/10 for another out-standing performance by Monk Irish Joke and making stand-in hare
Tweety SOTW.
Nosh: NSR as stand-in scribe $cruffy departed early as unable to stand-up any longer due to illness.

